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April showers
bring dope flowers
BY BRIAN COOK

Staff Reporter

While signs of spring blossom
across the state, many licensed
marijuana farmers are preparing their crops for this year’s outdoor production.
According to Marijuana
Growers Headquarters, a website dedicated to marijuana
growing practices, many marijuana producers started their
seedlings or clones for their next
batch of crops in mid-February.
These baby plants may not
be ready to be placed outside
to grow until the end of March,
which sets their harvest for the
fall.
“I would love to start an outdoor compound in the [Yakima]
valley,” said Tim May, grower at
The Green Vault in Chehalis.
“The weather on that side of the
mountains is perfect for growing
weed.”
The east side of Washington
state is a great geographical location for marijuana farming
due to sunny skies and ideal
Since new changes are coming to Washington’s marijuana

laws, home grows are going to be
allowed by the Liquor and Cannabis Control Board starting as
early as June.
May said he recommends to
anyone who wants to start growing marijuana to begin with a
plant or two in their window sill–
once it is legal to grow of course.
Producing pot outdoors has
less of an overhead expense
since there is no need for expensive high-powered LED lights
that mimic the sun’s light.
Growing pot outdoors is sigdoor crops tend to yield a higher
As many growers will tell
you, growing marijuana outside tends to produce a higher
quantity of product, as well.
On average, one outdoor
plant could produce up to a
pound of usable marijuana,
nearly four times the amount of
an indoor crop.
“You get tree-sized plants
outside,” said Randy Simmons,
deputy director of the liquor
board, in an interview with the
Tacoma News Tribune.
Marijuana is grown and produced like any other crop, but
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pot is a seasonal plant and cannot be produced outdoors year
round.
Most producers release their
inventory of indoor crop slowly
throughout the year.
The demand of outdoorgrown crop is higher than the
supply; producers tend to charge
slightly more for the crop.
Most of the state’s marijuana
producers prefer to grow their
crop indoors because of the
more controlled environment.
“Growing on the west side of
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the state, I prefer indoors production,” explained May.
“The weather in southwest
Washington is too unpredictable. Plus, indoor I can grow my
crops year-round, so I can produce so much more in a portion
of the time it usually takes.”
However, growing outdoors
could be risky with the chance
of a possible summer storm
causing natural disasters such
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Since Banks will not loan
money to the marijuana industry, farmers have to invest heavily in the production of their
crops and do not see any of the
money until the plants are set for
harvest.
Eltopia, Wash. marijuana
producer Alan Schreiber told
The News Tribune that one
acre of harvested pot could
make roughly $7.4 million, “You
would never trust this to be outside,” he said.
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across the state, many licensed
marijuana farmers are preparing their crops for this year’s outdoor production.
According to Marijuana
Growers Headquarters, a website dedicated to marijuana
growing practices, many marijuana producers started their
seedlings or clones for their next
batch of crops in mid-February.
These baby plants may not
be ready to be placed outside
to grow until the end of March,
which sets their harvest for the
fall.
“I would love to start an outdoor compound in the [Yakima]
valley,” said Tim May, grower at
The Green Vault in Chehalis.
“The weather on that side of the
mountains is perfect for growing
weed.”
The east side of Washington
state is a great geographical location for marijuana farming
due to sunny skies and ideal
wind ﬂow, according to May.
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laws, home grows are going to be
allowed by the Liquor and Cannabis Control Board starting as
early as June.
May said he recommends to
anyone who wants to start growing marijuana to begin with a
plant or two in their window sill–
once it is legal to grow of course.
Producing pot outdoors has
less of an overhead expense
since there is no need for expensive high-powered LED lights
that mimic the sun’s light.
Growing pot outdoors is signiﬁcantly less expensive so outdoor crops tend to yield a higher
proﬁt.
As many growers will tell
you, growing marijuana outside tends to produce a higher
quantity of product, as well.
On average, one outdoor
plant could produce up to a
pound of usable marijuana,
nearly four times the amount of
an indoor crop.
“You get tree-sized plants
outside,” said Randy Simmons,
deputy director of the liquor
board, in an interview with the
Tacoma News Tribune.
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inventory of indoor crop slowly
throughout the year.
The demand of outdoorgrown crop is higher than the
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the state, I prefer indoors production,” explained May.
“The weather in southwest
Washington is too unpredictable. Plus, indoor I can grow my
crops year-round, so I can produce so much more in a portion
of the time it usually takes.”
However, growing outdoors
could be risky with the chance
of a possible summer storm
causing natural disasters such
as wildﬁres which has struck the
surrounding area in recent years.
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Since Banks will not loan
money to the marijuana industry, farmers have to invest heavily in the production of their
crops and do not see any of the
money until the plants are set for
harvest.
Eltopia, Wash. marijuana
producer Alan Schreiber told
The News Tribune that one
acre of harvested pot could
make roughly $7.4 million, “You
would never trust this to be outside,” he said.
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Student Government

ASCWU will not recall Anderson
Board will be
‘moving
forward
positively’
BY JONATHAN GLOVER

Editor-in-Chief

The Associated Students of
Central Washington University
(ASCWU) decided Monday not
to pursue a recall election of
President Ryan Anderson. Anderson also chose not to voluntarily resign.
“We met with administration
this morning to discuss the next
best option and found that it is
in the best interest for this institution and the students to move
forward as a board in a positive
direction,” Anderson said, reading a prepared statement.
The board members said they
have decided not to recall Anderson because the process would be
lengthy and would not serve the
students well for the remainder
of the year.
Additionally, they said they
felt it would negatively affect the
election for next year’s ASCWU
board, since both elections would
take place at the same time.
Monday’s meeting was short,
only lasting about 40 minutes. At
the tail end, as is customary with
all public meetings, there was a

MCKENZIE LAKEY/OBSERVER

The ASCWU has decided not to recall Ryan Anderson in the interest of time and next year’s election.

public comment period. Only
one student chose to speak.
“I’ve heard a few times this
meeting that the board has decided to move forward in the
best interest of students and the
best interest of the board, [but]
I don’t know what that means,”
Luke Aguilar said to the board.
“I would love to know maybe
what the compromises are and
how you guys are going to fix
those problems, because I don’t
believe you can serve us as students in the state the board has
been in thus far.”
Anderson reiterated that the
election process would take away

from the opportunities for next
year’s board to have a clean and
effective election.
“I’m going to be actively
working on my leadership skills
as the leader of the student government,” Anderson said. “So
hopefully we can come together
as a collective so we can pool our
resources together for what the
students need.”
Hauke Harfst, vice president
for Academic Affairs, added that
going forward with a recall election would take too much time
and could negatively affect the
experience for next year’s board.
“Are there still maybe some

harsh feelings or bad relationships? Maybe,” he said. “But
we’re trying to put those aside
and move forward in a positive
manner.”
Troubled past
On Monday, Feb. 22, the ASCWU board held a vote of no
confidence in Anderson’s abilities as president. Citing a pair of
letters they had written to him
in early February, the board said
they had asked Anderson to resign, which he refused to do.
That week, the board said
they would pursue a recall election, which they have since decided against.

On Wednesday, the ASCWU
released a list of 45 documents
dating back to Nov. 1, when they
say problems with Anderson’s
leadership abilities arose. The
full list can be found online at
cwuobserver.com.
In response, Anderson released statements on the Central ASCWU website detailing
his side of the story, which included letters and documents of
his own. Those documents have
since been removed.
On Friday, ASCWU members said Anderson had declared
his intent to resign publically in
a private meeting, before exiting
the room at 4:45 p.m.
Moving forward
The ASCWU board, President Ryan Anderson, Interim
Provost Stephen Hulbert and
Executive Director of Public Affairs Linda Schactler met at 7:30
a.m. Monday morning to discuss
the fiasco, and what to do moving
forward.
The board said that, following
the meeting, they made the decision not to move forward with a
recall election. The vote of no
confidence still holds, they said,
and they are unsure how their
working relationship with Anderson will play out for the rest of
the year.
“We’re sick and tired of everything that’s happened, and
you know, we need to find a resolution,” Harfst said. “It needs
to happen because we’re all students. This is emotionally and
physically draining at this point.”

Veterans Memorial wall design decided
BY REBECCA WOLF

Staff Reporter

Plans for Central’s veterans’
memorial have continued to
progress as a design has officially
been selected.
The memorial is going to be a
wall that features stories of combat and letters written by soldiers
who have served since 9/11.
“[You’ll] get some real tears
in your eyes when you read the
stories,” said Rene Mahnke, vice
president for student life and
facilities for the Associated Students of CWU (ASCWU).
The back side of the memorial wall will display the names of
soldiers.
In order to have the memorial
COURTESY OF THE ASCWU
TAYLOR SIMENTAL/OBSERVER
emotionally touch people, Hauke
The photo on the left is where the statue will most likely be built and the photo on the right is an artist’s renedition of what the wall could look like.
Harfst, ASCWU vice president
for academic affairs, and Mahnke hope to acquire stories from
One hiccup this location may
Schlanger’s design was not ing stories, all that kind of stuff. that cost will be location.
the families of local veterans.
chosen for the original competi- This is a jump in the future re“We want McConnell Hall re- face is the oak tree planted in
front of McConnell. The tree
According to Harfst, the me- tion he submitted it to, but when ally; it’s going to really accelerate ally badly,” Harfst said.
morial will be about 40 feet from he presented it to Central’s Vet- this project.”
The Veterans Task Force was planted by the class of 1901,
one end to the other.
erans Task Force Committee, it
Schlanger is not charging an Committee strongly prefers this so it can’t be cut down.
There has been a lot of stuGregg Schlanger, chair of the was an instant hit.
artist fee, and he hopes to use stu- location because it would provide
art department, is the official art“Using the design ended up dent interns in helping with the the most visibility for both Cen- dent support for this project that
ist of the memorial.
tral students and the community. has helped move things along,
probably saving us a year or two process, Mahnke said.
The design came from a pre- years in the making,” Mahnke
It’s currently unknown how
The committee is currently the ASCWU board said. As of
vious competition Schlanger en- said. “Hiring an artist, creating a much the memorial will cost and awaiting approval from the En- right now, the next step is getting
tered in Spokane.
design, validating names, validat- the largest determining factor of terprise Facilities Committee.
the location set in stone.
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Haven for recovering addicts

BY KAILAN MANANDIC

Assistant News Editor

Central’s Recovery Outreach
Community (ROC) plans to
launch its Haven House program
next fall in Green Hall for students recovering from substance
abuse and addiction.
Through a $10,000 grant
from Transforming Youth Recovery, ROC has been built up
with the help of Central’s Wellness Center and the Medical and
Counseling Clinic.
After failing to launch the
project last quarter, ROC is making another attempt to get Haven
House up and running.
Currently, Haven House is
planned to launch in fall 2016
and will host up to 35 students in
Green Hall, which is connected
to the North Campus Cafe.
The program is aimed to help
students in recovery ﬁnd community support.
Obtaining Green Hall was an
early success for the program,
according to Doug Fulp, health
educator for the Wellness Center.
“On most campuses, that’s
the most diﬃcult thing to do because space is limited,” Fulp said.
“Getting the administration and
housing department on line with

giving up an entire building or
ﬂoor is kind of diﬃcult.”
ROC and Haven House have
been well received and found
early support from Central’s administration and housing department, Fulp said.
When ROC began a year and
a half ago, Central had addiction
counseling but “nothing was speciﬁcally designed for students in
recovery,” Fulp said.
Housing Services quickly offered up Green Hall, which is
currently occupied by Central’s
conference program.
“We were really lucky we had
so much support that we could
try to jump into it right away,”
Fulp said.
In order to operate this fall,
Haven House needs six student
applications. Fulp said he hopes
to start with 10 to 12 students.
So far, Haven House has received two applications from students. Last year, the program had
one applicant total.
This may be because ROC
was oﬀered Green Hall so early,
they didn’t have time to advertise
the program, Fulp said.
“We talked to our housing
folks and they said, ‘How about
this fall?’” Fulp said. “That was
a bit of a shock to us because

we thought we’d have to do a lot
more set up infrastructure wise.”
The Transforming Youth Recovery grant is distributed over
three years to build towards a
housing project. Haven House
was originally projected to open
at the beginning of the second
year.
For ROC, this year may be the
last chance for Haven House to
open. If not enough students apply, Green Hall may be used as
a general residence hall to cope
with Central’s increased enrollment.
“We’re in a tough spot right
now because our enrollment
numbers are up, which is good,”
said David Douglas, professor
for the information technology
and administrative management
major and adviser for the recovery community. “But the consequence of that is we might lose
Haven House.”
Douglas is also a Central
alumni and is very passionate
about the project.
“During my time here, I saw
a need in the area to have support on campus for students,” he
said. “To be able to have a living opportunity for a student in
recovery on campus, speciﬁc for
students in recovery, is huge.”

JORDAN CAMERON/OBSERVER

Haven House has taken over Green Hall for students who are recovering.

ROC has options to fall back
on, but Haven House would only
occupy a section of a residence
hall if they don’t get Green Hall.
“We have alternatives, so

[Haven House] wouldn’t be
completely lost,” Douglas said.
“But having this whole building
for students in recovery–man–I’d
love to see us ﬁll it.”
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The Observer explains:

BY RAY PAYNE

Primaries and caucuses

Staff Reporter

On Saturday, Feb. 20, while
most media outlets were focused
on the South Carolina primary
and the Nevada
caucus,
the Washington
GOP caucuses
were
being
held in counties
across the state.
Unlike the
South Carolina
primary and the
Nevada caucus,
the GOP caucuses in Washington are held
to elect half of
the
delegates
who will support
certain
candidates.
A
caucus
is a political
party meeting
in which party
members vote
for delegates who represent their
choice of presidential nominee.
The county delegates chosen
at each caucus will go on to their
county’s convention to discuss
the party platform and elect state
delegates. From there, the state
delegates will go to the state convention, where delegates will be
elected for the national convention.
The other half of the GOP
delegates will be awarded based
on the May 24 primary.
According to Marlene Pfeifer, chairwoman of the Kittitas
County Republican Party, having both a caucus and a primary
negatively aﬀects voter participation.

“It makes them not as excited to participate because they
thought they would be coming as
a representation of their presidential preference, and that really isn’t the case this time,” Pfeifer
said.

said Paul Jewell, Kittitas County
commissioner.
There was very little youth
participation at the Kittitas
County GOP caucus held in the
Hal Holmes Community Center on Feb. 20. The room was

After all the delegates have
been selected, they will vote at
the national convention to nominate a candidate.
Washington’s
Democratic
party will hold its caucuses on
March 26. Unlike the GOP, all
of the Democratic party’s delegates will be selected through the
caucuses, therefore, they will not
hold a primary.
Participating in the presidential primaries and caucuses is essential for voters to ensure their
voice is heard. Youth voters are
often the least involved in this
process.
“Their biggest problem is
they don’t [vote], so their issues
never come to the forefront,”

instead ﬁlled with people whose
ages averaged above 60 years
old.
One reason suggested for why
there was a such low youth participation rate is because of the
timing of the caucus.
Jewell said that precinct caucuses, which are weekend events,
often feature older crowds because they have more time and
interest to dedicate to the process.
Another reason there is such
low youth participation is the
process itself. The caucus system
isn’t well known or understood.
“Washington state has probably the most complicated presidential primary system in the

nation because we have both a
primary and caucus, but we’re
also a state that has a top-twoprimary,” said State Rep. Matt
Manweller, who is also a Central
professor. “A handful of people
in the entire state understand it.”

of a brokered convention.
A brokered convention occurs when no single candidate
can secure the number of delegate votes necessary to win their
party’s nomination. When this
occurs, a second vote will be held
where
delegates
can
vote
for
whomever
they want.
“Those
people represent us on the
national level, which really counts,”
Pfeifer said.
“So it does
mean something.”
However,
in order to
participate
at any stage
GRAPHIC BY GRACE LINDSLEY/OBSERVER
of the election process,
a person has
to be a regisAnother topic some people tered voter.
ﬁnd hard to understand is the
While this is an election year
Democratic Party’s use of super- for the presidency, there are also
delegates.
multiple state oﬃces up for a
While the Democratic party vote.
does award delegates based on
“The elected oﬃcials, they
voter decision, there are also listen to the people who actually
around 712 unelected superdel- cast ballots,” Jewell said. “And
egates at the national level.
if you’re not casting a ballot, if
These superdelegates, typiyou’re not part of the decision,
cally high-ranking party members, can vote for whomever they they’re never going to have an
choose in the national conven- awareness of your issue.”
Although the Washington
tion, regardless of what candiGOP
caucuses have passed, studate won the caucuses or primadents can still get involved before
ries in their state.
Understanding the eﬀect del- the national election on Nov. 8.
“Get involved, stay involved,
egates can have on an election
is increasingly important as this get active and you’ll have a
election cycle has the possibility voice,” Jewell said.

GRACE LINDSLEY/OBSERVER
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Brief Central

Kittitas County 9-1-1 calls
Feb. 22- Feb. 24
You wouldn’t like me when I’m angry
A caller has advised the man to not be so mad on Feb. 23 at 12:27 a.m. The
man was cursing in his luxurious trailer court.
An old furry man, er
dog, was loose on campus
on Feb. 22 at around 9 a.m.
He was heading further into
campus to ﬁnd his other furry
half.
Michigan called and
they want the IRS prank
calls to stop. A caller said
several calls from a Kittitas
County number are claiming
to be the IRS and then law
enforcement, on Feb. 22 at
12:59 p.m.
The horses were supposed to stay in Hotel
California but the owner
had diﬀerent plans. The
caller said the owner will not
pay a cancellation fee and
is no longer in their group
chat with the horses. This occurred on Feb. 22 at 1:04 p.m.
A male riding a black
motorcycle and sporting
“black leathers” is trying to go back to his high
school years by riding past
the school at high speeds on
Feb. 22 at 2:35 p.m. Better
luck next time buddy.
Smokey the bear is worried a residence’s ﬁre
might be a little too hot.
A caller reported a potential
ﬁre hazard in a neighbor’s
backyard, on Feb. 22 at 6:24
p.m. Their ﬁre pit is right under a spruce tree.
Two subjects were trying
to steal some air from
the air pump on University
Way. One was cursing at the
customer as she entered the
business on Feb. 22 at 11:26
p.m. They were really territo-

rial about the air pump, gosh.
Someone was trying to
imitate Dave Grohl in the
odd hours of the night on
Feb. 22. A caller reported
their neighbor playing drums
consistently around 11:30 every night. Just don’t touch his
drum set.
Jay-walking was taken
to an extreme on Feb. 23
at 12:49 a.m. when an individual stood in the middle
of the intersection between
Main St. and University Way.
It is unknown if the suspect
was male, female, or an alien
coming to give us a message
about world domination.
A calf was found on the
roadway past her curfew.
It’s too bad the police caught
her and ended her evening
shenanigans on Feb. 23 at
1:25 a.m. The calf had no
comment.

Hitting his afternoon
slump on Wednesday,
Feb. 24, a male was seen
laying over the wheel of
his green sedan on Alford
Road. His dog, who was riding shotgun, was not happy
about the inconvenient nap
at 2:29 p.m.
A man was standing by
the laundry room near
Patrick Avenue at 3:02
p.m. on Wednesday, Feb.
24, carrying a baseball
bat and several backpacks while talking on his
cellphone. The reporting person said that the “man did
not belong” there. He didn’t
state whether it was the backpack or the baseball bat that
cued him in.

An employee took an early payday and emptied
the cash register at the
end of their shift at their
work located on Main Street
in Vantage on Wednesday,
Feb. 24 at 2:14 p.m. They
were unaware that it would
also be their ﬁnal paycheck.

Continuing their legendary showdown, a mail
carrier and a small black
lab mix had another encounter on Wednesday, Feb.
24, at 3:16 p.m. The victory
fell to the mail carrier this
round, who maced the dog after reportedly coming “across
the road aggressively.” The
dog quickly realized he was
no match and ran back to
his home on Second Street in
Cle Elum.

A stop sign and a pole
were reportedly spotted
in a human’s driveway on
8th Avenue in Ellensburg as
they waited to be returned to
their proper street, Wednesday, Feb. 24 at 2:28 p.m.,.
Approximately three minutes
later at 2:31 p.m., a police ofﬁcer was seen escorting them
home.

A gun was found in a
bathroom near Canyon
Road by a customer on
Wednesday, Feb. 24 at 7:37
a.m. To ensure the safest possible removal, the individual
who made the discovery
wrapped the weapon in several layers of the ﬁnest twoply in the county and phoned
the police.

Cosby case halted before
major trial in Pennsylvania
BY OBSERVER STAFF

Bill Cosby’s criminal sex assualt case was temporarily halted
on Tuesday, days before a key
hearing in Pennsylvania, Yahoo
News reports.
According to Yahoo, the
Pennsylvania Superior Court is
considering Cosby’s appeal to
have the case thrown out before
trial.
The court has granted Cosby
a postponement while it decides
whether to hear his appeal, according to Yahoo.
His preliminary hearing was
set for next week, according to
USA Today.
Cosby was accused of allegedly drugging and molesting a
Temple University employee in
2004. He said he was promised
from a former prosecutor that

he would not be charged for the
crime against Andrea Constand.
However, last December a different district attorney reopened
the case and ﬁled charges, weeks
before the statute of limitations
expired, People Magazine reports.
The preliminary hearing is
set for March 8. It will decide if
probable cause exists to send the
case to trial, according to USA
Today.
Prosecutors have argued that
Cosby does not have the right to
a pretrial appeal and should ﬁle
a post-trial appeal if he is convicted, according to Yahoo.
Cosby is involved with multiple civil litigation cases in several
states, but the Pennsylvania case
is the only one to lead criminal
charges.

Trump wall may be cause
of illegal-immigrant influx
BY OBSERVER STAFF

Donald Trump’s promise
to build a wall blocking Mexico
from the United States may have
caused a rise in illegal immigration into the United States, Yahoo reported.
Those considering immigrating may feel like it’s now or never.
“They think they need to take
advantage while they can,” said
Blanca Rivera in an interview
with Rueters.
Rivera is a manager of a migrant shelter in Ciudad Juarez,
which is just across the border
from El Paso, Texas, according
to the Christian Science Monitor.
The U.S. Customs and Border
Protection records state 150,304

people were detained at the U.S./
Mexico border from October to
February for trying to pass over
illegally, according to Yahoo.
That’s an increase of 24 percent from the same time frame in
2014, according to the Christian
Science Monitor.
“Coyotes,” or immigration
smugglers, are pushing immigration. They charge fees of thousands of dollars to help people
cross the border into the United
States.
Yahoo reports they are taking
advantage of Trump’s comments
and urging people to cross over
now.
Some people choose to immigrate to the United States to escape poverty and gang violence.

Ku Klux Klan peace rally ends
with three stabbings and
multiple arrests
BY OBSERVER STAFF

Three people were stabbed
and 13 others arrested on Saturday when a Ku Klux Klan rally
in Anaheim, Calif., ended in violence, police oﬃcials said to multiple news outlets.
According to a story in the
Los Angeles Times, a small
group that said they represented
the Ku Klux Klan held a rally in
a park at 1:30 p.m. By 11 a.m.,
dozens of protesters showed up
to confront the group.
After that, men wearing black
clothing with Confederate patches showed up at the park in an
SUV.
Fights broke out when the
men exited the vehicle. The Ku
Klux Klan leader was stabbed

and injured in the scuﬄe, according to Yahoo News.
Two other protesters were
stabbed during the ﬁght—one
with a knife and one with an
unidentiﬁed weapon, police told
Yahoo.
In an interview on Monday
with the Associated Press, Will
Quigg said he tried to contact the
Anaheim Police Department, but
that his requests for police presence were denied.
Police Sgt. Daron Wyatt said
he believes Quigg wanted police
to act as personal bodyguards for
the rally.
Quigg is the leader of the
Loyal White Knights in California and other Western states.
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What’s the fuss about?
Central’s dining is good

BY HANNAH ADAMS/COPY DESK

How about healthy positivity?

BY SHEA HURLEY/CONTRIBUTING WRITER

“Fat and Happy,” a sign
posted in the SURC reads, but
I’m not looking at the sign. Like
everyone else, I’m looking at the
ﬁve regular people standing behind it.
They’re stripped to their underwear, faceless behind masks
and blindfolds. People shuﬄe
through as usual.
A clothed student stops. The
passer-by stops. She carefully
places a hand on one of the exposed shoulders, writing with
colored marker. The girl being
written on nervously squeezes
her ﬁsts.
“You are beautiful.”
Lady Gaga’s “Born This

Way” plays joyfully and loudly.
This wants to be a celebration.
Some of us believe that to deserve love, even from ourselves,
we have to look, laugh and act in
certain ways that are impossible.
We know that these standards
are unattainable, yet we still desire them. The world is full of
ironies.
The “fat and happy” young
woman behind the sign shifts her
bared weight, favoring one hip
and then the other. She can’t see
the dumb smirks and raised eyebrows that pass by her.
It occurs to me this exhibition
is lurid, and I feel icky seeing it.
Walking away, it also occurs
to me that America’s heaviest
people are also often the poorest.
It’s less expensive and more
proﬁtable to produce food that is
merely calorie dense, as opposed
to nutrient dense. The poorest of
us tend to have to eat the cheapest foods, which are fatty, sugary
and processed.

If two people interview for the
same job, completely equal in all
other areas, the thinner of those
two will likely get the job and the
money that comes with it.
Poverty begets obesity; obesity
begets poverty.
In our ﬁner moments, we
want to be inclusive and kind,
which is good. But the fact is we
are a nation of fat people, and
where it counts, we discriminate
like holy hell against fat people.
However you slice it, this does
not add up to “Fat and Happy,”
let alone fat and healthy.
This isn’t about shaming anyone, but addressing a problem.
When we call the symptom
of our problem beautiful—with
whatever intentions—we turn
away from facing down the problem itself.
We become the problem’s ideological supplement, and the rich
get richer for our being so, and
we get fatter and sicker and die.

The deal on taking Adderall

BY CODY NILSEN/SOCIAL MEDIA COORDINATOR

Do I think taking Adderall is
good or bad? It’s complicated.
Adderall has become one
of those thing where either you
think it’s helpful or a plague. The
truth is that there are both good
and bad things about taking the
drug.
I’m sure many of you have
heard of the side eﬀects of Adderall, but a lot of the side eﬀects
come from the fact the people
taking it either don’t need it or
are on too high of a dose.
I don’t think it should be given
to kids under the age of 12 years

old. They’re just too young to be
diagnosed since kids are inherently hyper and easily distracted.
Why is it a bad thing if a
16-year-old uses Adderall and
they’re able to ﬁnish their homework while retaining the information, clean their room and
make it to football practices on
time?
Myself and several other people I know have prescriptions for
Adderall. We have never experienced lack of appetite, increased
heart rate or inability to sleep.
My brother-in-law and I both
take Adderall and have eaten an
entire extra large pizza. After
that, we both ended up taking a
nap. Things we were supposed to
not want to do after taking Adderall.
We also don’t have to take it
every day if we don’t want to, unlike caﬀeine where it can become

a habit. If you think about it, is it
worse than someone who drinks
four energy drinks to stay awake
and focused every day?
How about people who take
Xanax for anxiety? Where do we
draw the line for what is acceptable medication?
I am tired of people telling
me that Adderall is bad and it
shouldn’t be around when you
don’t have an issue and have never taken it. Or you have taken it
and you abused it cramming for
a ﬁnal.
Plus, if you feel the side effects, you’re supposed to let your
doctor know because you may
need a lower dose or none at all.
So stop posting on Facebook
about all the side eﬀects when
they’re not an issue for the people
who actually need Adderall and
don’t abuse it.

DEAR READERS:

The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from readers on current issues.
Please include your full name and university affiliation: year and major, degree and year
graduated, or staff position and department. To be printed in the following week’s issue,
use the “Submit a Letter” link on cwuobserver.com by 5 p.m. Sunday.
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CRYSTAL COLEMAN/FLICKR

Central has a variety of
healthy food choices that you can
choose from, whether you’re in a
hurry and just need a quick bite
to eat or are looking for a meal.
Despite many students’ comBRITTANY ALLEN/OBSERVER
plaints, I have always enjoyed
One example is the The Lieating in the SURC and have
on’s
Broiler. They oﬀer a variety
never had a bad meal.
of
healthy
choices, such as salmBoth the marketplace and
Cat Tracks store are committed on, chicken and veggies.
Wrap & Roll is another great
to serving healthy choices to acexample
of healthy food in the
commodate all students.
SURC.
They
have great sandCat Tracks has lots of prepackaged food—like salads, wiches that come with fresh vegsandwiches and fresh fruit—that gies and protein-rich deli meats.
W h e n
are healthy
you’re
in
and yummy.
a hurry, it
S o m e
Despite many stu- can be hard
students
dents’
complaints, I have to choose
think
that
always enjoyed eating in a healthy
there aren’t
the SURC and have never item—which
e n o u g h
is why people
h e a l t hy
had a bad meal.
usually grab
choices befried
food
cause there
or a cheeseare a lot of
burger—but
burgers, fried
if you take
chicken and pizza. If you look
your
time,
there
are
lots of great
closely, though, there are a lot of
healthy options the SURC oﬀers, options.
Don’t worry the next time
you just have to know where to
you’re in a hurry or are looking
look and what to ask for.
There are seven places to for something healthy to eat, the
choose from in the marketplace marketplace and the Cat Tracks
and all of them oﬀer healthy op- store have great options to choose
tions.
from.
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Wildcats hit the hardwood

GRAPHICS BY RYAN MOFFAT

Assistant Sports Editor

Central’s men’s basketball team will get its own dose of
March Madness starting today as
they take on the defending conference champions, Seattle Paciﬁc
(SPU), in the ﬁrst round of the
GNAC tournament.
The Wildcats split their
regular-season games with the Falcons, winning at home and losing
on the road. This time, however,
both teams will be on a neutral
court, vying for an opportunity to
compete in the ﬁnals.
Central hasn’t had much
success at the tournament in recent years, only advancing to the
second round one time in the past
three years.
Central’s rival, Western
Washington University, have made
it to the championship three years
in a row, losing to SPU all three
times.
Despite the competitive
nature of the championship, the
players still embrace one another
and the atmosphere the tournament provides.
“Everybody pretty much
liked each other,” senior guard

Gary Jacobs said. “It was us and
advantage of experience.
Western that hung out a lot. We
“I think the guys got a little
were kickin’ it with Jeﬀrey Parker
bit of a taste last year in Monand Ricardo [Maxwell] mostly.”
tana,” Sparling said. “Fast forAccording to Jacobs,
ward, I think our guys know what
the GNAC set up accommodait takes.”
tions for a game room where all
Sparling wants his players
the players could hang out. The
to understand the importance of
room had TVs,
each possesvideo games and
sion heading
food—a perfect
Our mindset, we are into the tourcombination
coming in to wint it. We’re nament.
for any college
“You gotta
not happy to be there, we
student.
make
sure we
want to win it. We will be satCentral’s
are taking care
isfied when we win.
athletes also went
of the ball,”
out to elemen-Joseph Stroud
Sparling said.
tary schools in
Senior Forward
“We gotta
Billings and read
make
sure
to local students.
we are taking
Every player welcomes
good
shots
[and]
turning
good
the oﬀ-the-court activities during
shots into great shots. We gotta
the tournament, but it’s still busimake sure we are defending and
ness as usual for head coach Greg
rebounding especially against a
Sparling.
team like SPU.”
“You don’t want to be
Last year, Central was the
happy to be there,” Sparling said.
“You wanna try and go over there third seed going into the tournament and was beaten by sixthand kick the door in… For the
seeded Northwest Nazarene.
seniors it’s one and done. We are
Senior guard Joey Roppo
going over to win the thing.”
attributes the team’s unsuccessful
With the majority of the
run in last year’s tournament to
players from last year’s tournament returning, Central has the
not rebounding.

“

“

BY AUSTIN BENNETT

Game Time
When: Today at 2:15 p.m.
Opponent: Seattle Paciﬁc
On-Deck: Winner takes
on #1 seeded Western
Oregon tomorrow.

This year, it won’t be
much easier, as SPU is the best
rebounding team in the GNAC.
The Falcons are plus 12.5 in the
rebounding margin on the season.
“SPU is obviously a great
rebounding team,” Roppo said.
“We can’t let them get in there
and get second chance points. And
us getting in there and getting second chance points is going to be a
big deal for us.”
Central hasn’t won the
GNAC tournament since 2011.
Both the players and coaches are
on the same page when it comes
to the common goal.
“Our mindset, we are
coming in to win it,” senior forward Joseph Stroud said. “We’re
not happy to be there, we want to
win it. We will be satisﬁed when
we win.”

SPORTS
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with top teams in GNAC

GRAPHICS BY RYAN MOFFAT

BY ZAC HERETH

Sports Editor

Before the hiring of head
coach Jeﬀ Harada, Central’s
women’s basketball team struggled
to ﬁnd its way in the GNAC conference.
Now, in Harada’s second
year at Central, the Wildcats
ﬁnished the season with the program’s ﬁrst .500 record in GNAC
play since 2006, and they are getting ready for their second-straight
GNAC tournament appearance.
“I deﬁnitely like where we
are heading,” Harada said. “I deﬁnitely think the culture change is
what the plan was from the beginning.”
If the Wildcats want a
spot in the NCAA Division II
Tournament, they will need to run
the tables this weekend in Lacey,
Wash.
Central enters the tournament seeded ﬁfth, and will face
oﬀ with Simon Fraser University
(SFU) in the opening round today
at 7:30 p.m.
The teams split their
games this season, each team picking up a victory from the other
while on the road.

SFU leads the GNAC in
3-point shooting behind the nation’s top 3-point shooter, junior
guard Ellen Kett, who is hitting
49.5 percent of her shots from
long distance.
“They’ve got three kids
that can shoot the ball with accuracy and they’re not shy about
putting it up either,” Harada said.
A key for Central will be
sticking to its normal game plan,
which is to work the ball in the
post.
Senior forward Jasmine
Parker recorded a double-double
in her ﬁrst meeting with SFU this
season, with 19 points and 10
rebounds.
“We just gotta make sure
that our defense is top-notch and
we’re looking to score the basketball inside,” Parker said. “We’re
gonna have some mismatches
inside.”
Sophomore guard Jasmin
Edwards echoed that sentiment.
“Running our normal
oﬀense is gonna create a lot of
mismatches,” Edwards said. “If
our posts seal hard, we can hopefully get a lot of layups.”
Harada believes the team

will be successful if they can wear
down SFU’s players.
“I think making them work
on the defensive end will be key,”
Harada said. “They’ve got a lot of
kids that play a lot of minutes.”
If Central is able to get
past SFU, the Wildcats will match
up with the top-ranked team in the
nation, the University of Alaska
Anchorage (UAA).
The Seawolves have lost
just two games this season and are
outscoring opponents by an average of 27.5 points per game.
In their ﬁrst matchup,
UAA dismantled the Wildcats,
beating them by 24 points in Nicholson Pavilion. The Wildcats fared
much better in the second game
between the teams, losing by just
eight points in a game they were in
until the end.
“I think we just have to go
in conﬁdent and know that we’re
capable of beating them,” Edwards said.
A win against UAA would
give Central a shot at its ﬁrst
NCAA Tournament appearance
since 2003.
“It’s anyone’s title,” freshman guard Mandy Steward said.

Game Time
When: Today at 7:30 p.m.
Opponent: Simon Fraser
On-Deck: Winner takes
on #1 seeded Alaska
Anchorage tomorrow.

“Anyone can win a game, it just
depends on who comes and brings
it.”
Steward, who was just
named GNAC Freshman of the
Year, could be Central’s x-factor.
She is one of three Wildcats to average double-digits in
scoring this season and leads the
team with 45 three-pointers this
season.
“She’s a kid who stretches
the defense and can handle the
ball a little big and create her own
shot,” Harada said.
For the four seniors on
Central’s roster, each of these
games will potentially be the last
of their career.
“We’re all just trying to go out
there and leave it on the ﬂoor,”
Parker said.
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was eager to participate.
The evening’s host, Jacoby
Sampson, jokingly warned the
This past Saturday, the Black audience about needless booing.
“You guys are allowed to
Student Union (BSU) hosted its
annual Showtime at Central to boo, I know some people came
to boo,” Sampson said. “I will
cap oﬀ Black History Month.
The show is modeled after tell you now, if I see you booing,
“It’s Showtime at the Apollo,” a hope I don’t see your shoes befamous and culturally important cause I will talk about them.”
After Sampson welcomed the
TV show.
“It’s Showtime at the Apollo” ﬁrst participant onto the stage,
gave opportunities to people of the audience responded with a
color to showcase their talents roar of applause after 30 seconds
when it ﬁrst aired in 1987. As of Angel Martinez improvising
time went on, the program creat- music on a piano.
The biggest response from the
ed its own traditions and culture.
Central’s rendition of the crowd was when Beatrice Wamshow mimicked many of those bui shared a poem inspired by
Justin Beiber’s “Love Yourself ”
traditions.
They had the stump that con- that captivated the audience.
After the ﬁrst 30 seconds,
testants must remember to rub as
they enter the stage for good luck. Wambui was greeted with admiThere were several sophisticated- ration communicated through
ly dressed women who played the loud cheers and applause. At the
famous character Kiki Shepard, end of her performance, she exited the stage
the long-time
while being
co-host
of
for
the program.
I will tell you now, if I praised
her moving
The Sandsee you booing, hope I don’t piece.
man,
who
has the task
Miracle
see your shoes, because I
of
ridding
Joy
Curtis,
will talk about them.
the stage of
junior public
participants
relations ma-Jacoby Sampson
that the aujor, enjoyed
Evening Host at Showtime
dience feels
watching her
are lacking,
peers show
made
sevoﬀ their taleral appearances throughout the ents.
night.
“I felt empowered by the show
The tradition of cheering on just because you notice all of the
or booing performers after 30 hidden talent that is here at Censeconds was also incorporated tral and you get a chance to see
into the show, and the audience that, and it’s your people and
BY HOLLY CHESTER

Staff Reporter

“

“

they’re taking pride in their talent,” Curtis said. “You see people
every day but you don’t really see
what they’re made of or what
their talents are.”
Although there were many
positive reactions from the
crowd, not every performer was
met with the same response. Several talents were booed after their
30 seconds were up.
Many of them let their nerves
get the best of them, and the
crowd let those performers know
they could tell.
Danielle Brandli, a Central
graduate with a degree in business administration, decided to
go to the show with some old
classmates while visiting town.
“I wasn’t sure what to expect… when I realized people
were really booing I was like,
‘What!’… I think it really made
it so I was that much more engaged in the show, because I got
to respond to what the performers were doing,” Brandli said.
“Everyone did such an amazing
job… I have so much respect for
people that are able to put themselves out there and perform.”
One performer, Jacob Scott,
was given a second chance to
perform after he was booed oﬀ
the stage during the ﬁrst 30 seconds of his rapping performance.
The audience decided his fate
was due to poor sound, and was
no fault of his own. Scott’s second attempt went well and he received a cheering response from
the crowd.
At the end of the show, Wambui was welcomed back on to the

CHASE TIBBLES/OBSERVER

Beatrice Wambui, (right) accepts the prize from Evelyn Briscoe (left).

stage along with other impressive
talents of the night.
Each participant had their
turn to be singled out with the
help of the Kikis, so the crowd
could give its opinion of who
gave the best performance.
With a roar of applause, the
audience chose Wambui as the

top contender, naming her the
winner.
“It was very surprising because there were a lot of other
really great acts,” Wambui said.
“I had not intended to win, I just
wanted to perform my piece because it’s something that is really
close to me.”

Back to the Rock and Roll age at Central
ment of the instruments found
in a rock band like the drum set,
electric guitar, bass guitar, etc.“
Popular and world renowned
The music department waited
music genres have come out of all year to get this general educaAmerica, like blues and jazz, but tion course to the students.
the genre that inspired all that is
According to Shiver, this class
rock and roll.
will be fun for “any student who
This spring, Central’s mu- listens to popular music.”
sic department is premiering a
“Most—if not all—of today’s
brand new course titled Music pop music...has been inﬂuenced
103: History of Rock and Roll.
by rock and roll,” Shiver said.
Oﬀered online this spring and
With only two music classes
summer quarter, the course will oﬀered for general education, the
be transitioned into a classroom music department desperately
by fall 2016. The music depart- wanted to add to their repertoire.
ment is excited to ﬁnally have this
History of Jazz and Introduccourse on rock and roll ready for tion to Music are valued courses
the students.
within the department, but the
According to the Central cat- number of students at Central
alog, this course will have strong compared to the amount of
emphasis on what was politically music courses oﬀered as general
and culturally shaping music and education courses left the departthe artists producing that music.
ment feeling lacking.
“Basically,
“History
it will take a
of Rock and
look at how
is a popIt will also take a look Roll
this style of
ular class on
at the history and develop- other college
music
dement of the instruments campuses, so
veloped, became popuwe thought
found in a rock band.
lar, the major
that
we
artists who
would give it
-Todd Shiver
inﬂuenced it
a try on our
Head of Music Department
and the evocampus,”
lution of rock
Shiver said.
into
other
Shiver
forms of popular music,” Todd said that if this class generates
Shiver, head of the music depart- more interest in other courses in
ment, said. “It will also take a the music department then it’s all
look at the history and develop- for the better

BY BRITANY DECKER

Staff Reporter

“

“

GRAPHIC BY GRACE LINDSLEY/OBSERVER

Working for two years and
submitting the class a year ago,
the music department has ﬁnally
been able to see this course transform from an idea to a reality.
“We are always looking to
broaden and strengthen our liberal arts, general education offerings,” Shiver said. “Our hope
is to educate a well-rounded
graduate who is capable of criti-

cal thinking. We listen to popular
music every day, to understand
where this music came from, how
it was inﬂuenced and the great
artists who developed it would
only make you a better more
sophisticated listener and, hopefully, create a better appreciation
for music.”
According to Shiver, since
huge composites of what we

listen to today are heavily inﬂuenced by rock and roll, this
course may change the way students see music as a whole.
“If you enjoy listening to music and listening to music is a
part of your life, then this course
could have a big impact on how
you listen to music and how you
are inﬂuenced by music,” Shiver
said.

SCENE
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Fun times during spring break

BY ANA LAURA LOPES CONTI
FERREIRA

Staff Reporter

Spring break is on the way
and students are preparing to
enjoy the break as much as they
can.Students brought up 10 ideas
of what to do during spring break
Travel cross-country
Some students are thinking
about traveling around the United States, which is a great option
if you’re looking to do something
diﬀerent.
“I am going to travel to New
York during the break,” Mateus
Souza, information technology
and administrative management
(ITAM) major, said. “I decided to
go there because it is a very famous city and, since I am from
Brazil, I really want to know lots
of diﬀerent places here in the
U.S.”
However, plane tickets can be
expensive this time of year and
are not an option for all students.
Head home (to family)
Many students are thinking
about going home to enjoy time
with their families.
According to Terry Fairchild,
exercise science major, spring
break is a good opportunity to go
home and relax.
“I chose to do this because it
is rare for me to go home with
my RA job and because I spend
summers here,” Fairchild said.
Going home is also a good
way to take a few days to relax,
read a book, play video games or
put more focus into hobbies such
as baking.
Head home (to friends)
Students also plan on heading home to party in their home-

towns with old friends.
Spring break can give you
plenty of time to catch up with
friends that you haven’t seen in a
while.
Visit Seattle
A fourth option is to take a
trip to Seattle. The Emerald City
has lots of history and culturally
signiﬁcant places to visit.
Take the chance to visit famous tourists spots such as the
Space Needle and the Seattle
Public Library. You could also
visit a few of the great restaurants Seattle is known for, as well
as some of the many art and history museums.
You can use spring break to
really get to know one of the
most famous cities around the
United States.
Visit Portland
Portland is a big city that’s not
too far of a drive. It also has various options for things to do and
places to see.
Many Central students visit
Portland’s Farmers Market.
“They have good food and
many street artists,” Renan Kovalczuk, electrical engineering
major, said. “It is a good place to
spend [a couple] days.”

Get your kicks outdoors
For students who prefer some
adventure, local company Skydive Ellensburg oﬀers an adrenaline-ﬁlled experience.
“Once the weather is getting
better, I think that I should [skydive] because it’s something that
I always wanted to do,” Paulo
Victor Lima, computer science
major, said.
The weather is starting to get
better so outdoor activities are
becoming more of an option.

Enjoy the scenery
Enjoying the outdoors is another option during the break.
Going camping or having a
picnic is a very common thing to
do during spring break. Washington has lots of beautiful natural
views, like those at Mt. Rainier
National Park, that make spending a day outside all the more appealing.
See a show
Going to concerts or theater
performances are options as well.
There are always shows happening in Seattle, but Ellensburg and
Yakima also have their own set of
shows.
For Josh Basher, senior ITAM
major, this spring break will be
a time for both competition and
entertainment.
“I will go to Oregon and compete in an a cappella competition,” Basher said. “The day of
the competition is in the middle
of the break.”
Sail to the San Juan
Islands
Visiting the San Juan Islands
is another option during spring
break.
The islands are a part of
Washington and lots of people
from around the United States.
come to visit them at this time of
year.
Students who have previously
traveled there said that the islands are incredible to explore
and nearby activities are very enjoyable.
Road trip it
One last idea is to go on a
road trip during spring break.
This time of the year is perfect for taking the car and visiting
all the beaches on the coast. The

GRAPHIC BY GRACE LINDSLEY/OBSERVER

One way to spend spring break is to take a road trip along the West coast.

diﬀerent views and climates are
amazing to experience.
You can also take a road trip
to California if you are looking
for some fun with your friends.
Have fun
The important thing to remember is to relax and enjoy

the break. Do something diﬀerent and spend time with people
whom you really like.
Enjoy the time and prepare
yourself for the last quarter of
the year. Find people to experience really cool things with, prepare your backpack and make
these days the best ones.

‘The Memorandum’ hits the stage

PHOTOS BY CHASE TIBBLES/OBSERVER

‘The Memorandum’ is about the introduction of a new language that is meant to make work more efficient.

The Central theatre department’s newest production ‘The
Memorandum’ opens tonight.
The play will run through Sunday March 13.
The show dates are March
3-5 and 10-13. All performances
will be at McConnell Auditorium at 7:30 p.m., except Sunday
March 13, when there will be a
2 p.m. matinee. Tickets can be
purchased at the door or online.
Read the full article about
‘The Memorandum’ today at
cwuobserver.com

-Victoria Shamrell
Scene Editor
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The Oyama experience
Sit in front of the hibachi grill and enjoy a show while
your meal is cooked

BY MIKAILA WILKERSON

Scene Assistant Editor

The air buzzes with multiple
conversations, mouthwatering
seafood is out on display and ﬁre
bursts from the grill.
It’s dinner time at Oyama.
Calvin Wu, Oyama’s 27-yearold hibachi cook, ﬂippes his
spatulas back and forth, twirling
them around in his hands and
tossing them behind his back to
catch them ﬂawlessly.
He entertaines the customers
as they eagerly await their chance
to watch Wu in action at the hibachi.
Wu lights the hibachi and gets
to work, prepping the food and
giving the customers the exact
entertainment they were waiting
for as he ﬂippes food into the air
using his knives and spatulas.
He laughes as he ﬂippes an
egg into the top of his hat and
brings it back out to continue
his cooking. The customers are
thrilled by Wu’s performance.
Loud banging directes the attention of the customers to the
far end of the restaurant, where
employees march out toward one
of the tables, with one employee
beating away at a large drum.
“Alright everyone,” the woman carrying the drum calles out.
“Let’s all sing Happy Birthday
for this little lady here!”
An employee delivered a treat
to an older woman at the birthday table.
The whole restaurant erupted
into a round of “Happy Birthday
to You.”
The woman celebrating her
birthday is from the West side.
She had come all the way to Ellensburg to visit her son, an Ellensburg local.
Her son had told her that
Oyama was the best place to go
TAYLOR SIMENTAL/OBSERVER
in town.
She was thrilled with their Calvin Wu is the only chef in town that can perform a show while cooking food on a hibachi. Wu trained for three years before he mastered it.
choice of restaurant, having enChef Wu, shouts to the group
“I’m an avid sushi eater. I care
joyed the treatment that she re- housed a Chinese restaurant. Afceived, celebrating with the lively ter that restaurant closed, Cody about the quality of food—the of college students as he arrives
and
Zoe fresh taste,” Helseth said.
at their table.
restaurant
Oyama
bought and
He ﬁres up the grill and preHelseth said she has a good
crew.
“My faMonday - Friday
[The] atmosphere is r e m o d e l e d relationship with all of the staﬀ, pares the entrees for his guests,
space.
ﬂipping the food with ﬂair and
including the owners.
vorite part
great. Everyone I work with the“It
11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
wasn’t
The “atmosphere is great,” igniting huge ﬂames, all while the
was
being
they’re
characters,
so
to
up to me” to Helseth said.
students clap and cheer.
with my famspeak.
start the resWu, was originally a hibachi
“Everyone I work with, they’re
ily,” she said
Saturday - Sunday
taurant, Zoe characters, so to speak.”
chef in New York before coming
with a grin.
12 p.m. to 9 p.m.
said. “When
“It’s the
A group of college students to Ellensburg, and he trained for
-Rachel Helseth
you
marry
three
years
best place in
are crowded
Senior criminal justice major
s o m e o n e around a hibabefore he being able to cook the food just
town,” her
with
such chi in another
m a s t e r e d right.
son
adds,
a m b i t i o n s , corner, excitsmiling when
They came here for his work.
“They came here for the dinyou can’t stop them.”
Wu, is ner, not just the show. They both
he joined her.
edly chatting
the dinner, not just the
Zoe describes her husband as and laughing.
with have to be good,” Wu said.
Oyama has been open since
show. They both have to be friends
Zoe
and
Nov. 20, 2013. The owners, Zoe a man who likes to run things,
One boy,
According to Wu, the best
good.
Cody, has part about the hibachi is making
and Cody Chem, came from take charge and be adventurous. who seems to
been living a fun experience for the customGrandview, Wash. Cody and It was his idea to start up a Japa- be celebrating
-Calvin Wu
in Ellens- ers and being able to make new
Zoe are married and, prior to nese restaurant when they moved a birthday of
burg for the friends from those customers.
Oyama, Zoe was a stay-at-home to Ellensburg.
his own, chugHibachi chef at Oyama
Rachel Helseth, senior crimi- ges a few small
past year
mom.
Wu puts on another friendly
b e c a u s e smile and went on his way to
The couple looked into the nal justice major, started working drinks while
building where Oyama is now for Oyama back in September.
his friends cheer him on, beating they asked him to come and work greets the incoming customers,
She had heard about Oyama a drum and chanting.
for them.
with an interest in making it a
looking forward to giving them
since the day they opened and is
According to Wu, the hard- the best hibachi show that he
Japanese restaurant.
“Hey everybody! Are you all
est part of working a hibachi is can.
Originally,
the
building a very big fan of their sushi.
ready?”
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A capella group sings heart out
BY KAITLYN LANGDALE

Staff Reporter

“Pitch Perfect” and “Glee”,
move aside: there is a new a
cappella squad in town. Make
way for Nada Cantata because
they’re “acca”-mazing!
Nada Cantata is a new co-ed
a cappella ensemble at Central.
After placing second at International Championship of
Collegiate A Cappella (ICCA)
quarterﬁnals with an outstanding
vocal percussion, Nada Cantata
hopes to continue its winning
streak in the semiﬁnals of ICCA
and beyond.
Since Nada Cantata’s unofﬁcial start in spring 2010, the
group has been on the radar
of the a cappella scene, but the
members of this year’s group
have stepped up their game.
“We have always been friends
and close—like family-ish—but
after winning at quarterﬁnals,
we are closer than ever. I think
this makes us stronger,” said Josh
Basher, senior information technology and administrative management major.
The current 2015-2016 roster of Nada Cantata consists of
11 members, six ladies and ﬁve
gentlemen from both inside and
outside the music department.
This year, Nada Cantata has
revolutionized its sound with the

help of leader Theo Olsen, junior music major.
Members of the ensemble
classiﬁed their current sound as
having a jazz inﬂuence.
Olsen is the mastermind behind all of Nada Cantata’s arrangements. He has ﬁrsthand
experience taking apart and rearranging songs to make them
his own.
“We try to create moments in
each song we sing. It shouldn’t
just sound like the original oﬀ the
album,” Olsen said. “If there is
one thing I want people to take
away, it is I want them to hear us
doing something diﬀerent.”
After the ICCA quarterﬁnal
win, featuring arrangements
of “Circus” by Dirty Loops,
“Drunk in Love” by Beyonce,
“All the Things You Are” by
Swingle, “Eden” by Sara Bareilles and “Hold My Hand”
by Jess Glynne, the members of
Nada Cantata feel conﬁdent they
have what it takes to advance in
the next round.
“We are really powerful vocally, so we are basically able to
do anything,” said Aly Henniger,
senior vocal performance major.
Nada Cantata loves to give a
good show.
“I personally think that, as a
group, we are sassy and it comes
out in the music. When we hit
our choreography, it’s pretty

CHASE TIBBLES/OBSERVER

Nada Cantata is the co-ed a capella ensemble at Central. It just placed second at the ICCA quarterfinals.

bomb and ﬁerce,” Basher said.
Nada Cantata is currently
preparing vocals and choreography for the ICCA semiﬁnals,
which will take place on March
19 at George Fox University in
Newberg, Ore.
Besides participating in this
national event, Nada Cantata

will be hosting a spring a cappella concert at Central.
They will be inviting ensembles from the University of
Washington, as well as Central
alumni groups.
Nada Cantata hopes that students will enjoy watching their
own ensemble perform and see

what other a cappella groups are
about as well.
Nada Cantata will also be
performing at Northwest Folklife
Festival in Seattle.
“Right now, we are just trying
to get Nada Cantata out there so
people know who we are,” Henniger said.

NEWSWATCH

COM 442

If you’ve ever dreamed of pursuing a career
in Broadcast Journalism, please talk to
Professor Terri Reddout about how you
can get involved in NewsWatch.
Student-led news team dedicated to
sharing stories that impact
Kittitas County.
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Editor//Zac Hereth
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A natural on the mound
Wildcat ace Kianna Wood has excelled on the diamond
since the day she picked up a softball
He told Wood she had a really
good arm for someone who had
never thrown before.
During her ﬁrst Single-A
practice, nobody wanted to play
catch with her because she threw
so hard. She went up to DoubleA and the same thing happened.

BY MITCHELL JOHNSON

Staf Reporter

Kiana Wood accomplished
a feat many pitchers dream of:
Every batter she faced failed to
reach base—a perfect game.
However, at the time, Wood
wasn’t sure what a perfect game
was.
“[My dad] was like, ‘Yeah,
you don’t know a lot of people
that have thrown those,’ and
I was like ‘OK guess I’m doing pretty good then,’” Wood
said.
Either way, Wood is oﬀ to a
great start this season.
She was named GNAC
Pitcher of the Week in
both weekends Central
has played this season. Her 1.45 ERA
ranks second in
the GNAC.
She’s posted
that ERA pitching 43.1 innings
so far this season. Her record
stands
untarnished at 6-0 in
seven starts and
three relief appearances.
“I started oﬀ
by watching my
older sister play,”
Wood said. “I
did not like softball when I was
younger,
but
when my sister
got older, the
games
went
faster, and I just
thought it was
really interesting.”
Wood became
interested in softball
when she was 9 years
old.
She attended
one of her older
sister’s practices
and asked her
dad if she
could play
c a t c h
with
him.
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Eventually, she ended up playing ball. She also broke the school
on her sister’s Triple-A team.
strikeout record her junior and
Wood played outﬁeld for most senior year.
of her softball career, but she
“In high
started pitchschool, I was
ing part-time
known as the
in
middle
I thought it was really triple threat
school.
nerve wracking because just because
“I thought
could hit,
you’re the center of atten- Ipitch
it was really
and
tion and I’m really shy so I slap,” Wood
nerve wrackdidn’t like the attention. said.
ing, because
Now I don’t really feel like
you’re
the
Wood got
it’s that scary because I oﬀers from
center of attention and
have eight other players the UniverI’m really shy,
sity of Washwith me.
so I didn’t
ington and
-Kianna Wood
like the attenUniversity of
Junior Pitcher
tion,” Wood
Oregon, but
said. “Now I
Ellensburg
don’t really
felt more like
feel like it’s
home to her
that scary because I have eight compared to a big city.
other players with me.”
Mallory Holtman-Fletcher,
She played the outﬁeld in her former head coach, recruited
ﬁrst season at Aloha High School Wood.
in Oregon. Wood didn’t become
Wood liked how Holtmana full-time pitcher until her ju- Fletcher talked about school and
nior years.
grades, not just softball.
Wood got to play one seaShe also liked that if she came
son with her older sister in high to Central she would have a
school. She beat out her older chance to start right away.
sister in a position battle for the
After Wood found out that
outﬁeld.
Central had her major, informa“That wasn’t really fun in the tion technology and administrafamily household,” Wood said.
tive management, she was given
Wood began to realize her an oﬀer she just couldn’t refuse.
potential as a full-time pitcher
“When she oﬀered my full
when coaches at a softball ride...I couldn’t really turn that
camp asked why she was down,” Wood said. “Free college
playing outﬁeld with the is free college.”
throwing arm she had.
When Wood arrived at CenWood pitched three tral she left an early mark on her
perfect games in high new team.
school and one per“I was scared of her to be
fect game in club honest; she was a really good
pitcher,” senior outﬁeld Michaela Hazlett said. “I was like, ‘Oh
gosh, if she hits me it’s going to
hurt.’”
Wood and Hazlett became
roommates this school year and
are close friends.
During her freshman season,
Wood pitched the second game
of double-headers for the Wildcats, but started one game in the
post-season: the third game of
regionals against the University
of California San Diego.
Former Wildcat Maria Gau
couldn’t pitch because of back
problems. The Wildcats won
10-1 and Wood pitched seven innings, giving up one run on ﬁve
hits.
“It’s the best game I’ve probably thrown,” Wood said.
Wood became the team’s ace
in 2015. It took some adjustment
for Wood, as she was not able to
watch the ﬁrst game of the double-header and get a good idea
what to expect.
“Last year, I didn’t really feel
mentally prepared, but towards
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Junior
Left-Handed
Pitcher
Record: 6-0
IP: 43.1
ERA: 1.45
K: 20
SV: 1
the end of the season I did really
good,” Wood said.
Central had a record of 2023 overall and missed the playoﬀs. Wood went 6-9 with a 2.99
ERA—fourth in the GNAC.
Holtman-Fletcher, the coach
who recruited Wood to Central,
retired after the 2015 season.
Mike Larabee was hired to become the Wildcats’ new coach.
Larabee called Wood right
before the press release came
out and shared his philosophy on
pitching. Larabee favours a threepitch, north-south approach.
Instead of throwing pitches
that curve, Larabee wants his
pitchers to either rise the ball,
drop the ball or use a changeup.
“Her location has been pretty
darn good, I think she averages
less than two walks a game—I’ll
accept that,” Larabee said.
Larabee has been working
with Wood on hiding the grip of
her changeup by her hip to make
sure teams don’t pick up on her
pitches.
“She’s been improving so
much and working hard,” Hazlett said.
Wood describes herself as
quiet, and Hazlett agrees with
that to an extent.
“When she’s in a big group,
she’s pretty quiet,” Hazlett said.
“When you get one-on-one with
her, she won’t stop talking.”
Next up, Wood and the Wildcats will be starting their GNAC
portion of the schedule along
with the Tournament of Champions competition in Turlock,
Calif, in the beginning of April.
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Top of
his
class
Central wrestler Jake Ferris uses
past failures and new found faith
to strive for greatness
BY RYAN KINKER

Staff Reporter

In 2012, Jake Ferris was a
junior at Wilson High School
in Tacoma. As a wrestler in the
195-pound weight-class, Ferris
made his way to the 3A Washington State Championships,
looking to end his season on the
highest note possible by winning
the title.
Coming into the championship match with a 9-2 lead, Ferris
was pinned after ﬁve minutes and
53 seconds by Peter Johnson of
Bishop Blanchet High School.
“After my loss in the state ﬁnals, I was heartbroken,” Ferris
said. “I thought I’d never wrestle
again.”
However, instead of allowing
the loss to defeat him, Ferris used
the experience to motivate him
for the next season.
The following season, Ferris made the ﬁnal championship
bracket again, but lost in the
semiﬁnal match against Kevin
Del Angel of Southridge High
School by a 10-8 decision.
After high school, Ferris came
to Central hoping to join the
football team as a walk-on, but
was deemed ineligible to play.
Not long after, he found another opportunity to continue his
athletic career.
“I saw a ﬂier for wrestling in
the SURC and came out and fell

in love again,” Ferris said. “It ignited my ﬂame and, look at me,
I’m wrestling again.”
Since coming to Central, Ferris has become a Christian. He
credits his faith with his return to
wrestling.
“Coming to Central, I was
able to ﬁnd Jesus and it was just
amazing. It brought me happiness,” Ferris said. “My main
reason why I wrestle is to show
everyone how blessed I am and
how I wrestle for him.”
Ferris has been one of the top
wrestlers for Central’s Wrestling
Club, ﬁnishing ﬁrst in the 2015
National Collegiate Wrestling
Association (NCWA) Northwest
Conference Championships and
fourth in the 2015 NCWA National Championships.
“After the losses, all I could
see in the mirror was self-doubt,
I wanted to prove myself wrong,”
Ferris said. “I took fourth in Nationals last year and I’m still hungry. I still see self-doubt. I’m not
going to stop until I’m satisﬁed.”
Ferris’ ﬁre helps both him and
his whole team. Wrestling club
senior Andrew Vulliet said that
passion is a reason for Central’s
excellence this season.
“He really helps the morale.
He is the type of guy who you
can feed oﬀ his energy,” Vulliet
said. “He’s loud, he’s positive all
the time. He is real motivating.”
The team’s coach, Eric Idler,
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Jake Ferris takes his opponent down to the mat during Central’s club wrestling practice.

took the season oﬀ to deal with
personal matters, placing extra
responsibility on Vulliet to keep
the team going.
“It’s nice for me because this
year’s been pretty rough. [Ferris]
can keep morale going,” Vulliet
said. “Because when you’re busy
doing stuﬀ, you can get discouraged sometimes and it’s good to

have someone like Jake who can
push the team when I’m not feeling so hot.”
Junior Matt Yuste shares this
sentiment.
“Having guys out here with
passion is great,” Yuste said.
“Jake’s determined, he’s motivated, he does everything to be a
champion… He’s going to win it

this year.”
On Feb. 14, Ferris placed ﬁrst
in the NCWA Washington State
Championships and, this last
Saturday, he won the NCWA
Northwest Championships.
All this will be a stepping
stone for Ferris to reach the 2016
NCWA National Championships in Kissimmee, Florida.

Give Jesus a chance

BY Zac Hereth/Sports Editor

Given that Jesus Montero reported to camp 40 pounds overweight two seasons ago, I never
thought I’d say this, but it’s time
to give Montero a chance.
The Mariners signed lefthanded hitter Adam Lind this
oﬀseason to be one part of a
lefty-righty platoon at ﬁrst base.
(Kudos to a smart signing by Jerry Dipoto.)
The question coming up in
spring training is who will be the
right-handed bat in that platoon?
The answer should be Montero.
When the team gave up Michael Pineda for Montero, it was
lauded as a win-win deal for each
team.
The Yankees needed a young

COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA

Jesus Montero has played in just 73 games since his rookie season of 2012. He played 135 that season.

pitcher with ace potential, and
the Mariners needed to ﬁnd an
answer in the middle of the lineup.
After one season, the Mariners looked like the clear-cut
winner of the deal.
Montero hit .260 with 15

home runs and 62 RBIs in 2012,
while Pineda was sidelined with
an injury and didn’t pitch all season.
The next season, Pineda
failed to make an appearance
again, but Montero’s struggles
behind the plate carried over into

his at-bats. He spent the better
part of the rest of the season in
Triple-A and was then suspended
for 50 games after being named
in a report of players who took
performance-enhancing drugs.
The next season was Montero’s infamous overweight cam-

paign, which ostracized him
within the organization.
The year culminated with a
Mariners scout sending an ice
cream sandwich down from the
stands, which fueled Montero to
attempt to climb into the stands
and attack the scout.
Despite all of this, Montero
stayed with the Seattle organization. He could’ve asked to be
released or traded, but he instead
showed up to camp last season in
the best shape of his life.
The problem for Montero was
that there was nowhere for him
to play on a team that thought
they already had an answer at
ﬁrst base and were looking to
make a run at a World Series.
Montero will be eligible for arbitration after this season, so why
not give him a chance? What’s
the worst that can happen? He
has a bad couple months and is
an easy out. The team has had
no problem playing those guys
before.
I’ll get on board with ESPN’s
Jim Moore. Give Montero a real
chance. Let him sink or swim.
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Central freshman honored

Stroud wins
DPOY

BY ZAC HERETH

BY AUSTIN BENNETT

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

For the second straight season,
a Wildcat women’s basketball
player has taken home the honor
of GNAC Freshman of the Year.
Freshman guard Mandy
Steward joined fellow backcourt
member, sophomore Jasmin Edwards, to be the second-straight
winner of the award for Central.
“I think with Mandy and Jasmin in our backcourt, that’s a
pretty dynamic duo,” head coach
Jeﬀ Harada said. “We have a
pretty bright future at the guard
spot.”
Steward averaged 10 points,
2.5 rebounds and 1.3 steals per
game. She came oﬀ the bench
in all but one of her 28 games
played.
“It’s pretty exciting because I
wasn’t really recruited very much
out of high school,” Steward
said. “So getting this is like proving myself to everybody.”
Steward scored 10 or more
points in 16 of Central’s 28
games while connecting on 36
percent of 3-pointers.
“She’s a kid who stretches the
defense and can handle the ball
a little big and create her own
shot,” Harada said.
Earlier this season, Steward

Senior forward Joseph Stroud
swatted his way to GNAC Defensive Player of the Year and a
First Team All-GNAC selection
on Tuesday.
Stroud had a total of 67
blocked shots this year and is two
blocks shy of his 2014-15 season
record.
Stroud’s biggest game of
the year came against Western
Washington University during
their ROOT sports game. He
scored a career high 34 points,
seven rebounds and two blocks.
The senior led the GNAC in
blocked shots, averaging 2.5 per
game. Stroud blocked a shot in
every game except for two.
He also recorded the second
best ﬁeld goal percentage in the
GNAC, shooting 61 percent
from the ﬁeld.
Stroud was a dominate player
all season for the Wildcats. He
led the team in ﬁve diﬀerent statistical categories this season.
He ﬁnished with the best
points per game average during the season with 16.6. Stroud
also led the team in rebounds per
game with 6.8. He ﬁnished the
regular season with a team high
of 29 steals and 67 blocks.
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Freshman guard Mandy Steward defends the perimeter in Central’s final regular season game.

said she didn’t expect to make
this much of an impact so early.
Both Steward and Harada
had questions on whether or not
she’d be ready on defense.
“She knew she had a lot to
learn,” Harada said.
According to Harada, she has
put in the eﬀort to bring her defense to the level it needs to be at,
but there is still room to grow.
“She still has some things she

needs to improve on, but I think
she has the potential to be an allconference player,” Harada said.
Steward’s best game this season came against Seattle Paciﬁc
University on Jan. 30. She scored
20 points on 7-of-11 shooting
and had 5 steals.
“She deﬁnitely is a weapon for
us and I look forward to having
her the next three years,” Harada said.

Mandy Steward
PPG: 10
RPG: 2.5
SPG: 1.3
3PFG%: 36
FT%: 73.9

March 3-5 and 10-12 @7:30PM
March 13th @ 2:00PM
McConnell Auditorium

LEARN MORE:
Tickets available online at www.cwu.edu/theatre/tickets
by phone at (509) 963-1429 in person at the CWU Wildcat Shop

$15-Adult (18-64)
$12-Senior (65+)
$12-Non-CWU Student
$8-CWU Student w/ID

AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation: DS@cwu.edu Memorandum, The (Wilson. Trans.) is presented by special arrangement with SAMUEL FRENCH, INC.

